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ABSTRACT

An online application and open-source JavaScript library
to support the collection of piano fingering annotations is
described and demonstrated. Dubbed “abcDE,” this editor
supports full and partial transcription of fingering annota-
tions. It produces output in a well-defined new file format
called “abcD.”

1. OVERVIEW

Here we describe abcDE, the Didactyl Editor for the abc
music notation system. Inspired by difficulties encoun-
tered developing corpora for [13], abcDE is conceived as
a utility to assist researchers investigating the piano finger-
ing problem. As such, it provides a convenient and user-
friendly way to collect fingering data. Its benefits to re-
searchers include the following:

• Easily deployable as a web application

• Highly usable, with a what-you-see-is-what-you-get
(WYSIWYG) paradigm to reduce data entry errors

• Scalable for data collection on the web (no more
transcription of hand-written annotations)

• Configurable, with experimental design in mind

• Interoperable with Qualtrics survey tool (via its
JavaScript API)

• Compatible with standardized, well-documented, and
expressive new data file format (no need to roll your
own)

• Flexible with respect to input definition (abc or the
popular MusicXML format)

• Perfectly affordable (gratis)

• Mutable as open-source software (libre)

abcDE is a web application that has been used success-
fully in Chrome, Firefox, and Safari browsers in both (PC
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Figure 1: Screen capture of abcDE in action.

and Mac) desktop and (Android and iOS) mobile environ-
ments, where it is optimized by [4]. This software promises
to reduce opportunity costs for researchers who wish to ex-
plore this problem domain. It may also be of interest to
any pianist who would like an easy way to create nicely
engraved scores that reflect their personal fingering prefer-
ences.

An example implementation of an editor is available at
http://dvdrndlph.github.io/didactyl/abcde/view/abcDE dev.
Inspect the HTML for a list of external dependencies. A
human-readable version of the library is available at
https://dvdrndlph.github.io/didactyl/abcde/lib/abcDE.js, and
for the developer’s convenience, a library that bundles abcDE
together with all of its dependencies is published at
https://dvdrndlph.github.io/didactyl/abcde/lib/abcDE full.js.
All abcDE code, but not necessarily that of its dependen-
cies, is open source and released under the terms of the
MIT license [8].

2. IMPLEMENTATION

AbcDE works with piano scores captured in the abc mu-
sical notation [19], a popular text-based representation of
music. With the help of third-party software [18], AbcDE
is able to open MusicXML or, with additional help [6],
compressed MusicXML files, but it always transforms the
file to abc as a precursor to allowing users to add annota-
tions. This is because abcDE relies on Jef Moine’s excel-
lent abc2svg library [10] both to render standard notation
to the screen and also to parse the score into its compo-
nent parts. For output, abcDE produces printable anno-



tated scores with standard notation in PDF format, but it
also produces and reads its own machine-readable format,
fully compatible with abc, known as “abcD.”

The interface is feature rich. Users navigate directly
to notes by clicking or move around using the right and
left arrow keys. Unlimited undo and redo operations are
supported, as are copying and pasting complete fingering
sequences (via [15]) between sessions. Zooming is sup-
ported on all platforms. Icons for controls are from the
freely available Open Iconic set [5]. User input, tagged
with [17], is automatically saved to the browser’s local
storage every few seconds to limit lost work. But users
are encouraged to save their work to disk periodically as
abcD (via [11]). Detailed online help [14] is also provided.

2.1 Annotations

The latest abc standard [19] provides for fingering assign-
ments to individual notes. However, it only allows assign-
ment of digits 1–5. This is inadequate for expressing finger
substitutions and alternative fingerings. For our purposes,
we therefore use abc’s generic annotations, which afford
us control over the content of fingering annotations and
considerable control over their positioning. Currently, all
right hand annotations appear above the note; all left hand
annotations appear below. But an improved algorithm to
control placement is being developed. We use typesetting
to differentiate right from left hand annotations.

2.2 abcD File Format

abcDE’s native file format is a new one designed specifi-
cally for fingering. Called “abcD,” it is a simple extension
to abc to add fingering and fingering provenance informa-
tion to a score. (All valid abcD is also valid abc.) Example
abcD is included in Listing 1.

% abcDidactyl v5
% abcD fingering 1: 1/23231313123-14534@31(3232)31
% Authority: Joe Ivory (1847)
% Transcriber: David Bartleby
% Transcription date: 2016-06-29 12:49:02
% Joe Ivory is a mythical pianist.
% This is an example.
% abcDidactyl END
%%setfont-1 Bookman 11
%%setfont-2 Helvetica-Bold 11
X:1
T:abcD Demo
M:C
K:C
V:1 treble
!p!egfg egdg | cD’e2 abga:|
V:2 bass
[G,B,]4 z2 PG,2 |[G,B,]4z4:|

Listing 1: abcD file example.

2.3 abcDF Fingering Format

The extended Bachus-Naur form (EBNF) grammar dis-
played in Listing 2 is rendered into a PEG.js [7] trans-
former to allow parsing of the abcD file by abcDE.

Figure 2: Rendered abcD file fragment.

sequence := staff ("@" staff)?
staff := line "&" staff | line | ""
line := (score_fingering)*

score_fingering := ornamental ("/" ornamental)?
| pedaled_fingering ("/" pedaled_fingering)?
| pedaling ("/" pedaling)?

ornamental := "(" (pedaled_fingering)+ ")"

pedaling := (soft)+ "x" (damper)+

pedaled_fingering := (soft)? fingering (damper)?

fingering := finger ("-" finger)?

finger := (hand)? digit

damper := "_" | "ˆ"
soft := "p" | "f"
hand := "<" | ">"
digit := "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" | "5"

Listing 2: EBNF grammar defining the abcD format.

The format supports transcription of ornaments, finger
substitutions, 1 alternative fingerings, 2 damper pedaling,
and soft pedaling. Unfortunately, abc does not currently
support pedaling marks. The example in Listing 1 includes
both a substitution and an alternative fingering.

3. CORPUS DEVELOPMENT

An early, simpler version of abcDE (based on abcjs [16] in-
stead of the more performant abc2svg [10]) has been used
to collect fingering preferences from 191 pianists for seven
short Czerny fragments [3] (the same set used by Parn-
cutt et al. [12]). The latest version of abcDE has been
used to collect annotations for selections from the Open
Well-Tempered Clavier [9] from 29 pianists. We have also
transcribed these same Bach selections based on public-
domain editorial scores by Czerny [1] and Tovey and Samuel
[2]. These corpora will be made public in the future.
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1 A finger substitution occurs when a different finger is used to release
a key than the one that struck it.

2 An alternative fingering applies to a note in a repeated section of
music when a different fingering is used for the first iteration than for
subsequent ones.
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